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Small-angle neutron scattering ~SANS! experiments have been performed for three polybutadiene/
polystyrene ~dPB/PS! blends of differing dPB microstructure as a function of pressure and
temperature. The experimental effective SANS interaction parameters are analyzed using the
mean-field lattice cluster theory ~LCT!. In order to provide a meaningful comparison with the LCT,
contributions from the non-mean-field long-range composition fluctuations are removed from the
experimental data by use of a crossover function that describes the transition between near-critical
and mean-field behaviors for the extrapolated zero-angle scattering. The theory provides a good
description of the overall pressure dependence of the effective interaction parameter and its small
dependence on the percentage of 1,2 addition units in the dPB chains. © 2001 American Institute
of Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1350443#I. INTRODUCTION
Apart from its relevance to understanding the behavior
of polymers during processing, during certain high-pressure
polymerizations, and under extreme conditions of usage, the
study of the pressure dependence of polymer blend thermo-
dynamic properties provides important insights into the mo-
lecular factors affecting the blend thermodynamics1,2 and
thus the blend phase diagrams. These insights may be ex-
tracted from pressure-dependent experimental data by ana-
lyzing the data only with theories that treat the pressure de-
pendence of the thermodynamic properties in a more general
fashion than produced by the mere phenomenology of allow-
ing the effective interaction parameter to vary with pressure.
The present paper describes small-angle neutron scatter-
ing ~SANS! experiments for several blends of polybutadiene
~dPB! and polystyrene ~PS! that have been investigated as a
function of pressure, temperature, and vinyl content.3 Be-
cause much of the SANS data is obtained for a temperature
range that is not sufficiently far from the critical regime so
that a mean-field description is valid, the SANS data are first
analyzed with a crossover function4,5 that describes the tran-
sition between near-critical and mean-field behavior. This
crossover analysis enables extraction of the mean-field sus-
ceptibility, which now may be compared meaningfully with
mean-field theories. The experimental data are compared
with the lattice cluster theory,6 which is able to predict the
dependence of the SANS susceptibility on pressure, tempera-
ture, composition, molecular weights, and monomer molecu-
lar structures. More explicitly, the SANS experiments7 are
interpreted in accordance with customary procedures by de-
a!Electronic mail: h.frielinghaus@fz-juelich.de5010021-9606/2001/114(11)/5016/10/$18.00
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~FH! parameter G52Gs1Gh /T , a segmental interaction
parameter with the commonly observed temperature depen-
dence that defines both enthalpic and entropic contributions.8
Studies of the pressure dependence of this interaction
parameter9 serve to clarify the microscopic features affecting
these individual contributions and their pressure dependence.
For instance, the qualitative picture of ‘‘polymer packing’’
explains the observed decrease with pressure of the entropic
contribution to the FH parameter because the polymers be-
come more densely packed ~i.e, have reduced excess free
volume! at elevated pressures.
The lattice cluster theory of Freed and co-workers6 is a
refined mean-field theory that includes contributions from
nonrandom mixing and from the differing sizes and geo-
metrical shapes of individual monomers. The lattice cluster
theory ~LCT! treats the pressure dependence of blend prop-
erties by using vacant lattice sites to represent the presence
of excess free volume in compressible polymer systems in
the liquid state. By describing the monomers with molecular
structures extending over several lattice sites,10 the lattice
cluster theory derives additional entropic and more-detailed
energetic contributions to both the free-energy and the effec-
tive FH ~SANS! interaction parameter. These novel features
influence the predicted miscibility of polymer blends and
thus the shapes of phase diagrams. Several facets of the gen-
eral LCT become evident from the recently developed ‘‘lat-
tice cluster theory for pedestrians’’ which provides ex-
tremely simple and physically instructive expressions for the
effective Flory–Huggins parameter in the incompressible,
high molecular weight limit.11 The relation of blend thermo-
dynamic properties to monomer molecular structures is rep-
resented in these simple expressions by simple geometrical6 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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sequential units in structured monomer chains of the indi-
vidual components.11 The ‘‘pedestrian’’ LCT has been ex-
tended to describe random copolymer systems with explicit
applications to blends of saturated polybutadienes with dif-
ferent saturated vinyl contents.12 While this incompressible
limit provides enormous physical insight and is useful for the
analysis of certain experimental data, a theoretical descrip-
tion of the pressure dependence requires the use of the full
compressible version of the LCT. Moreover, the experiments
are confined to rather low molecular weight dPB/PS samples
because of the rather strong immiscibility of PB and PS.
Thus, the full LCT is necessary for the analysis of the ex-
periments for these low molecular weight dPB/PS blends.
While the full LCT has been derived for blends of ho-
mopolymers, the theory has only been developed for limited
classes of random copolymer systems, e.g., when all mono-
mers have vinyl structures and the polymers are taken as
completely flexible. These restrictions preclude describing
the PB samples which are all random copolymers due to
varying degrees of 1,2 vs 1,4 addition units and due to the
presence of cis and trans 1,4 units. Thus, the various PB
samples are modeled here as pure homopolymers to eluci-
date some general trends in the pressure dependence rather
than to achieve a quantitative fit to the experimental data.
Another strong impediment to a quantative representation of
the experiments is associated with the low molecular weights
of the blend components that contain chemically distinct end
groups whose thermodynamic effects have recently been
shown by two of us as being non-negligible.13
The lattice cluster theory also describes the influence of
chain semiflexibility on the properties of polymer blends.14
The variation of blend thermodynamic properties and misci-
bility with chain semiflexibility is explained in the LCT by
using a few rather simple effective geometrical parameters
that depend on the monomer molecular structures and on the
energy differences between trans and gauche conformations.
The present comparisons of LCT calculations with SANS
data demonstrate that the inclusion of chain semiflexibilty
into the LCT significantly improves the ability of the theory
to describe the temperature, pressure, and microstructure de-
pendence of the SANS effective FH parameter.
Section II outlines both the crossover theory used to ex-
tract mean-field-limiting information from the experimental
SANS data and some basic facets of the LCT. The experi-
mental Sec. III is followed by a description of the results in
Sec. IV. The experiments are compared with the LCT for the
temperature, pressure, microstructure, and chain stiffness de-
pendence of the effective Flory interaction parameter.
II. THEORY
This section briefly summarizes the theory used for de-
scribing the thermodynamics of polymer blends and for com-
paring with the experimental data that cover regions in which
there are strong composition fluctuations ~near the critical
point! and weak composition fluctutions ~far from the critical
point!, as well as the crossover region in between. Since
contributions from long-range fluctuations are absent from
the mean-field LCT that is employed to analyze the blendDownloaded 21 Dec 2006 to 134.94.122.39. Redistribution subject topressure dependence, the comparison of experiment and
theory requires extracting the mean-field behavior of the
zero-angle scattering, the susceptibility S(0) from the ex-
perimental data for S(0) by using an additional theory that
describes the general variation of the susceptibility S(0) in
all regions, including the region near the critical point, where
three-dimensional ~3D! Ising behavior is observed, and the
mean-field region far from the critical point.
The susceptibility is represented in terms of an effective
interaction parameter, namely, the SANS Flory–Huggins pa-
rameter G . The present experiments for PB/PS blends indi-
cate that G for these systems has the customary representa-
tion G52Gs1Gh /T in terms of entropic Gs and enthalpic
Gh contributions. The lattice cluster theory provides an ana-
lytical expression for the free energy of the binary blend,
and, as shown in Sec. II D 4, the interaction parameter G may
readily be evaluated from this free energy. The LCT is based
on the extended lattice model in which individual monomers
of both blend components are endowed with molecular struc-
tures and, therefore, may occupy several lattice sites. The
description of the pressure dependence of G requires the in-
clusion of excess free volume into the extended lattice
model, and the fraction of vacant sites is determined from the
equation of state. ~The ‘‘voids’’ are not, however, separate
thermodynamic species.! Particularly, simple and illuminat-
ing expressions emerge from the LCT in the high pressure,
high molecular weight, fully flexible chain limit, so this limit
is briefly discussed to explain certain facets of the theory,
such as the molecular origins of the entropic and enthalpic
portions of G .11
A. Susceptibility
The critical behavior of thermal composition fluctuations
in polymer blends above the critical point can be probed by
neutron scattering experiments. The scattering contrast be-
tween the two blend components is rendered large by the
deuteration of one component. Measurements of the compo-
sition fluctuations yield the structure factor S(Q) as a func-
tion of the scattering vector Q. Within the Ornstein–Zernicke
approximation, the structure factor is given by
S~Q !5 S~0 !
11j2Q2
, ~1!
with the correllation length j . The form of Eq. ~1! is used to
extrapolate experimental data to Q50. According to the
fluctuation–dissipation theorem,1 the susceptibility S(0) is
related to the second derivative of the Gibbs free energy with
respect to the blend composition F ~say, the volume fraction
of species 1),
S21~0 !5
1
VRT
]2G
]F2
U
P ,T
, ~2!
where V is the volume of the sample and RT is the molar
thermal energy. The susceptibility S(0) behaves differently
in the critical and mean-field regimes as described by two
separate universality classes.3 In the vicinity of the critical
point, the susceptibility displays three-dimensional Ising be-
havior, which implies AIP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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21tg, ~3!
with C1 the critical amplitude, the reduced temperature t
defined as t5u12Tc /Tu, and with the 3D Ising critical ex-
ponent g51.239. At temperatures far from the critical tem-
perature Tc , mean-field behavior is observed with the char-
acteristic mean-field critical exponent g of 1 and with the
mean-field ~MF! critical amplitude CMF replacing C1 in Eq.
~3!. This CMF must be extracted from the experimental data
for S(0) in order to ensure a meaningful comparison with
mean field theories for polymer blends.
B. Crossover function
A crossover function represents the susceptibility over
the whole temperature range, thereby connecting the behav-
iors in the two distinct universality classes and enabling us to
extract the mean-field susceptibility for comparison with the
mean-field LCT. We describe the measured S(0) by a cross-
over function derived by Belyakov and Kiselev,15 which can
be written as
tˆ 5@112.333Sˆ ~0 !D/g# (g21)/D
3$Sˆ ~0 !211@112.333Sˆ ~0 !D/g#2g/D%. ~4!
The functional form in Eq. ~4! represents the renormalized
reduced temperature tˆ 5t/Gi as a function of the renormal-
ized susceptibility Sˆ (0)5S(0)Gi/CMF where Gi denotes the
Ginzburg number. The latter quantity is proportional to the
reduced temperature at the boundary between the mean-field
and the crossover ranges,4 and explicit definitions of Gi are
presented in Ref. 16 along with calculations of Gi based on
the LCT. The exponents g51.239 and D50.51 apply for 3D
Ising critical behavior. Although the crossover function in
Eq. ~4! has been derived by renormalization group methods
only to first order in the parameter e542d , with d the di-
mensionality of the system, we follow the phenomenological
approach that entails using the exact critical exponents of the
3D Ising model in place of the first-order approximations.17
C. Mean-field behavior
The description of the crossover between critical and
mean-field behavior of polymer blends employs Landau–
Ginzburg–Wilson theory17 in which the Gibbs free energy G
is expanded in terms of the order parameter C(r)5f(r)
2fC where f(r) is the actual volume fraction of species 1
at the spacial position r and fC is its value at the critical
point. The mean-field approximation is valid as long as the
fluctuations dC(r)5C(r)2C¯ of the order parameter are
negligibly small ~with C¯ [^C& being the average!. When
the composition fluctuations become relevant ~i.e., near the
critical point!, G is given by the form used in renormaliza-
tion group theories,
G
VRT 5E d3rH 12! a0t8C2~r !1 14! u0C4~r !
1
1
2! c0@„C~r !#
2J , ~5!
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well as the crossover to mean-field behavior. The coefficients
a0 , u0 , and c0 may be computed from a mean-field approxi-
mation as in Refs. 16 and 18. The critical mean-field-
amplitude CMF is related to the coefficient a0 by a0
51/CMF and within the extended lattice model is equal to
CMF5 12/~Gs1Gc!, ~6!
where Gs is the entropic portion of the effective interaction
parameter as described below, and the critical value Gc
5(1/2)/$(fV1)211@(12f)V2)#21% of the interaction pa-
rameter G is determined in terms of individual component
molar volumes Vi . The mean-field-reduced temperature t8
is defined as t85u12Tc
MF/Tu, and the mean-field tempera-
ture Tc
MF is related to the actual critical temperature Tc by
Tc
MF5Tc /~12Gi !5Gh /~Gs1Gc!. ~7!
Equation ~7! reflects the fact that the ‘‘actual’’ critical tem-
perature Tc is lowered by critical fluctuations from the mean-
field estimation. This means that the strong critical fluctua-
tions introduce an additional contribution to the entropy of
the system. Once the critical amplitude CMF is known from
fits of the experimental susceptibility S(0) to the crossover
function of Eq. ~4!, Eq. ~6! enables evaluating the entropic
part Gs of G , while Eq. ~7! yields Gh . Equation ~7! also
provides a means for determining the mean-field critical tem-
perature Tc
MF from the experimental data.
D. Lattice cluster theory
The lattice cluster theory ~LCT! ~Ref. 6! is based on a far
more accurate mean-field solution of the lattice model for
polymer systems than Flory–Huggins theory, as well as on
the use of an extended lattice model in which monomers are
endowed with molecular structures.
1. Generalized lattice model of binary polymer blends
The generalized lattice model represents a binary poly-
mer blend by a set of n1 and n2 polymer chains of species 1
and 2, respectively, placed on a regular array with Nl lattice
sites and coordination number z. Each monomer of a given
species i has a specified molecular structure and occupies si
(i51,2) lattice sites. The structures for both types of mono-
mers are chosen, whenever possible, as those most closely
corresponding to united atom models in which the united
atom groups, such as CHn groups, reside at single lattice
sites. Figure 1 displays the monomer architectures used in
our calculations. All chains are assumed to be monodisperse,
for simplicity. Each homopolymer chain of species i has Ni
monomers and extends over M i5Nisi lattice sites. The com-
pressibility of the polymer blend is represented in the gener-
alized lattice model by allowing nv lattice sites to be empty.
The resulting volume fraction of excess free volume fv
5nv /Nl is determined from the equation of state for a given
pressure, temperature, blend composition F1512F2 , and
choice of the volume vcell
~blend! of a unit cell on the lattice. The
composition of the compressible binary polymer mixture
may be described alternatively in terms of the actual volume
fractions f i5niM i /Nl @normalized as f11f2512fv and
related to the nominal volume fractions F i as f i5F i(1 AIP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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53) cubic lattice with z52d56. The unit cell volume
vcell
~blend! associated with each lattice site is evaluated by using
a common combining rule ~see Sec. V! which expresses
vcell
~blend! as a function of the pure component volumes vcell
(1) and
vcell
(2) and the blend composition F1 . The pure melt volumes
vcell
(i) are determined from fits to PVT data. Interactions gen-
erally involve short-range repulsions and longer-range attrac-
tions. While the former are naturally represented in the lat-
tice model by the excluded volume constraints that prohibit
multiple occupancy of lattice sites, the latter are introduced
by ascribing an attractive microscopic van der Waals energy
eab
(k ,l) to nearest-neighbor ~on the lattice! portions k and l of
monomers a and b . For simplicity, all sa portions of a
monomer of species a are taken as energetically equivalent
units, which interact with the same energies eab . This sim-
plification leads for compressible binary blends to the pres-
ence of three independent interaction energies eAA , eBB , and
eAB which are determined from experimental data. Pure melt
PVT data provide the input for specifying the single compo-
nent eAA and eBB , whereas eAB is obtained from fitting bi-
nary blend experimental data with the LCT.
2. Free energy of binary polymer blends
The LCT derives the Helmholtz free energy Fblend for a
binary blend as a perturbative expansion about a compress-
ible generalization of the FH free energy Fblend
FH
. The LCT
free energy Fblend can be written formally as
Fblend
NlkT
5
Fblend
FH
NlkT
1corrections, ~8!
where the corrections to the compressible system generaliza-
tion of the FH approximation Fblend
FH in Eq. ~8! are derived as
polynomials in the volume fractions f1 and f2 , and Nl is
the total number of lattice sites. The coefficients of these
polynomials are generated as double expansions in powers of
the inverse lattice coordination number 1/z and in powers of
the dimensionless microscopic van der Waals energies
$eab /kT%. The coefficients in these double expansions de-
pend, in turn, on the monomer structures of the blend com-
ponents. An additional dependence of Fblend on the trans-
FIG. 1. United atom group models for polystyrene, 1,4 polybutadiene, 1,2
polybutadiene, and 1,4;1,2 polybutadiene monomers. The random copoly-
mer 1,4;1,2 PB is modeled as a homopolymer with the averaged monomer
structure having both 1,4 and 1,2 units as indicated in the figure.Downloaded 21 Dec 2006 to 134.94.122.39. Redistribution subject togauche conformational energy differences ebend
(1) and ebend
(2)
emerges when chains of species 1 and 2 are treated as semi-
flexible. ~The fully flexible chain system corresponds to
ebend
(1) 5ebend
(2) 50.) The introduction of polymer chain semi-
flexibility for a binary polymer blend, thus, implies the pres-
ence of two extra adjustable parameters ebend(1) and ebend(2) . The
technical details and the diagrammatic representation of
Fblend for both fully flexible and semiflexible chain blends
are described in a series of papers.14,19–21 A similar expres-
sion for the free energy of a melt follows directly from Eq.
~8! by setting f15f and f250. When, the expression in
Eq. ~8! is specialized to a pure homopolymer melt, only a
single homocontact interaction energy eaa appears. The
pressure P is computed from Eq. ~8! as
P~T ,fv ,vcell
~blend!
,F1!52
]Fblend
]Vblend
U
T ,n1 ,n2
, ~9!
or specializing to a melt ~composed of n polymer chains! as
P~T ,fv ,vcell
~melt!!52
]Fmelt
]Vmelt
U
T ,n
. ~10!
The equations of state derived from Eqs. ~9! and ~10! are
used to determine fv for binary blends and melts, respec-
tively. Both derivatives of the free energy with respect to the
volume are evaluated by taking vcell
~blend! and vcell
~melt! as indepen-
dent of temperature and total volume.
3. SANS interaction parameter G for binary polymer
blends
Small-angle neutron scattering experiments for polymer
systems directly provide the absolute scattering intensity
I(Q)5dS/dV(Q). The standard analysis of the SANS data
involves the extrapolation of I(Q) to zero angle by the
Ornstein–Zernicke approximation @Eq. ~1!#. This analysis
produces the effective Flory–Huggins interaction parameter
G , an important quantity for characterizing and predicting
thermodynamic properties of polymer systems. The present
subsection describes how the scattering intensity I(0) and
the effective FH interaction parameter may be computed
from the lattice cluster theory and the generalized lattice
model. As shown in Refs. 10 and 22, the scattering intensity
I(0) can be expressed in terms of the partial structure factors
Si j(0) ~defined below on a per-monomer basis! and the
monomer scattering length densities bi and b j by
I~0 !5
~12fv!
vcell
~blend! FF1s1 1 F2s2 G
3@b1
2S11~0 !1b2
2S22~0 !12b1b2S12~0 !# , ~11!
where si designates the number of lattice sites occupied by a
single monomer of species i and where fv denotes the free-
volume fraction. The zero-wave-vector limit of the partial
structure factors Si j of Eq. ~11! are obtained from the chemi-
cal potentials m1 and m2 by10
Si j~0 !5
NiN jkBT
n1N11n2N2
]n j
]m i
U
T ,V ,mkÞi
. ~12! AIP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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from the free energy in Eq. ~8! as
ma5
]F
]na
U
T ,V ,nbÞa
, ~13!
where the volume V is determined from the equation of state
for given P, T, and F[F1 . Hence, the use of the LCT free
energy Fblend and Eqs. ~9!–~13! enables us to determine the
absolute scattering intensity I(0) from the lattice cluster
theory. The LCT effective interaction parameter GLCT is de-
fined by the same formula that is used10 in the standard ex-
perimental RPA analysis of I(0),
kN
I~0 ! [
1
S~0 ! 5
1
N1v1F1
1
1
N2v2F2
22GLCT, ~14!
where
kN5NAv@b1 /v12b2 /v2#2, ~15!
is the scattering contrast factor, NAv is Avogadro’s number,
and v15V1 /N1 and v25V2 /N2 are the molar monomer vol-
umes for the pure components 1 and 2.
The LCT interaction parameter GLCT is compared to the
experimental mean-field-limit SANS interaction parameter
G . The latter quantity is extracted from the measured suscep-
tibility S(0) in the crossover region by fitting the crossover
function of Eq. ~4! to these measurements and by using Eqs.
~6! and ~7!.
4. LCT for pedestrians
The analytical expressions for the LCT free energy and,
therefore, for the effective interaction parameter GLCT deter-
mined from Eq. ~14! are very lengthy and are suitable only
for numerical analysis. This complexity is an inevitable con-
sequence of any theory that attempts to describe the com-
bined influences of monomer structure, compressibility, and
nonrandom mixing effects on the thermodynamic properties
of polymer blends. We have recently shown,11,12 however,
that the imposition of the high pressure, high molecular
weight, fully flexible chain limit to the lattice cluster theory
produces remarkably simple and compact equations that are
useful for probing general trends and sometimes even for
analyzing experimental data. The effective SANS interaction
parameter GLCT emerges for binary homopolymer blends
from this pedestrian version of the LCT as the rather simple
expression,
GLCT5
1
vcell
~blend!NAv
H ~r12r2!2
z2
1
e
RT
3S z222 1 1z $p1@123~12f!#1p2~123f!% D J
~16!
where e5eAA1eBB22eAB is the microscopic exchange en-
ergy and ri and pi (i51,2) are geometrical indices that can
be easily obtained from the monomer united atom structures.
In particular, the structural parameter ri may beDownloaded 21 Dec 2006 to 134.94.122.39. Redistribution subject torepresented11 in terms of the respective numbers si
(tri) and
si
(tetra) of tri- and tetrafunctional united atom groups in a
single monomer of species i as
ri511
si
(tri)
si
13
si
(tetra)
si
, ~17!
where si designates the number of united atom units in an i
species monomer ~coinciding with the number of lattice sites
occupied by this monomer!. The second geometrical index
pi5Ni
(3)/M i denotes the ratio of the number Ni
(3) of distinct
sets of three sequential bonds in a chain of species i and the
site occupancy index M i5Nisi . The ratios ri and pi are
listed in Ref. 11 for a wide range of monomer structures. The
e2 contribution in Eq. ~16! is numerically negligible for bi-
nary homopolymer blends and, therefore, is omitted.
The first term in the braces on the right-hand side of Eq.
~16! provides the athermal limit entropic component of GLCT
which depends on the monomer structures of the two blend
components. This entropic portion of G represents a correc-
tion to the FH combinatorial entropy that arises from the
packing of chains with monomers of different sizes and
shapes. The remaining contribution to GLCT in Eq. ~16! is of
energetic origin and contains the composition-dependent
contact probability for the two interacting monomer species.
This term extends the ‘‘surface fraction’’ concept of
Guggenheim to polymer chains with structured monomers,
providing an explicit formula for computing this previously
vague quantity.
III. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Protonated polystyrene and deuterated 1,4-polybutadiene
@d-PB~1,4!# have been synthesized from the respective sty-
rene and butadiene monomers by anionic polymerization in
benzene with the presence of sec-butyllithium as initiator.
Syntheses of deuterated 1,2;1,4-polybutadiene
@d-PB~1,2;1,4!# and deuterated 1,2-polybutadiene
@d-PB~1,2!# have been performed in diethyl ether and tet-
rahydrofurane, respectively, in order to control the vinyl con-
tent of PB. The 1,4 content of the polybutadiene samples is
determined by 13C-NMR and is given in Table I along with
the samples’ molecular weights and polydispersities. The
molecular weights and their distributions have been mea-
sured by vapor pressure osmometry and size exclusion chro-
matography, respectively. The binary mixtures are
preparated by disolving polybutadiene and polystyrene ~with
0.1% antioxidant! in benzene, and then by freeze drying the
mixture. Table I summarizes the parameters characterizing
the pure PB and PS melts, and the three blends having PS as
a common component. The critical blend compositions FC
for the three binary systems have been determined from neu-
tron scattering experiments and are listed in Table I ~see also
Ref. 3!.
The neutron experiments have been performed at the
small-angle neutron scattering facility KWS1 of the research
reactor FRJ2 at the Forschungszentrum Ju¨lich. A specially
designed pressure/temperature cell enables in situ experi-
ments over the pressure range of 0.1–200 MPa and over the
temperature range of 220– 200 °C, stabilized to within AIP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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a diameter of 7mm. The neutron wave length equals 7Å with
a distribution of 610%. The scattered intensity is corrected
to remove the background contribution and is converted to
absolute units using a lupolene standard. Within the tradi-
tional incompressible RPA model for analysis, the structure
factor S(Q) is related to the macroscopic cross section by
dS/dV(Q)5kNS(Q), where the contrast factor kN involves
the difference in the scattering length densities of the two
blend components, as given by Eq. ~15!. Other details are
described in Ref. 3.
The equation of state properties of the pure blend com-
ponents have been measured at the Gnomix facility of the
MPI at Mainz. The experiments provide the specific volumes
~relative to a reference value at t520 °C and P50.1 MPa!
as a function of temperature and pressure over the range of
10–200 MPa in 5 MPa increments. The piezometer cell con-
tains a sample of about 1 g, and is filled with mercury. Vol-
ume deviations are measured by the excursions of the metal
bellows of the cell.
IV. RESULTS
The LCT computations of GLCT have been performed for
three PB/PS blends @PB~1,4!/PS, PB~1,2!/PS, and
PB~1,2;1,4!/PS# varying with the vinyl content of the PB
component. Figure 1 depicts the monomer structures for the
PB and PS polymer species. The polystyrene monomer is
mimicked with two united atom groups lying on the chain
backbone and the H-shaped side group composed of six
united atom groups, as in phenyl groups, leading to the total
number of occupied lattice sites as s58. This simplifying
model of the styrene ring is introduced because the currently
available LCT does not apply to systems of flexible chains
with closed-loop side groups. The 1,4-polybutadiene
@PB~1,4!# is represented by a linear homopolymer containing
four united atom groups per monomer (s54), while the 1,2-
TABLE I. Characterization of the experimental samples of three PB/PS
blends with varying microstructure of the PB component. The table also
summarizes the blend critical compositions ~as determined from SANS ex-
periments!, the microscopic van der Waals interaction energies e i j (i , j
51,2), the exchange energies e5e111e2222e12 , the bending energies
ebend
(i)
, the unit cell volumes for the pure blend components vcelli , as well as
the geometrical parameters ri and pi (i51,2).
d-PB~1,4! d-PB~1,2;1,4! d-PB~1,2! PS
M N ~g/mol! 2100 1900 2000 1700;1800
M W /M N ,1.1 ,1.1 ,1.1 1.06
Ni 35 16 ~32! 33 16;17
1,4 content 93% 46% 9% fl
ri 1 9/8 5/4 9/7
pi 1 10/8 6/4 14/7
M i 140 128 132 128;136
e ii /k ~K! 209.560.5 210.560.5 211.660.5 234.060.5
vcell (Å3) 23.4060.01 23.4060.01 23.3760.01 19.7160.01
FC ~SANS! 0.420 0.505 0.500 fl
ePB–PS /k ~K! 220.13 220.95 220.16 fl
eex /k ~K! 3.2460.26 2.6060.44 5.2860.20 fl
ebend /k ~K! 1000650 1250650 1500650 3000 ~set!Downloaded 21 Dec 2006 to 134.94.122.39. Redistribution subject topolybutadiene @PB~1,2!# is modeled by a branched ho-
mopolymer chain having one vinyl group per monomer and
the same monomer occupancy index s54. The 1,2;1-4 po-
lybutadiene is truly a random copolymer of 1,2- and 1,4-
butadiene units. For simplicity, however, we treat this ran-
dom copolymer as a homopolymer with an averaged
monomer structure comprising both 1,4 and 1,2 units and
extending over s58 lattice sites. The resulting geometrical
parameters ri and pi for three different model PB chains and
PS are presented in Table I. The chain occupancy index M i
for a given polymer species is determined as the product of
its polymerization index Ni and monomer site occupancy
index si . Table I indicates that the nominally 1,2 and 1,4 PB
samples contain a small degree of the 1,4 and 1,2 microstruc-
tures, respectively, implying that these systems, in reality,
are likewise random copolymers and limiting the accuracy
by which LCT computations for a homopolymer blend can
model these systems. The presence of both cis and trans 1,4
addition isomers adds to this randomness and represents an
additional impediment to a quantitative representation of the
data with the LCT free-energy expressions appropriate to a
model of these systems as pure homopolymers. In addition,
the sec buthyl end groups are chemically distinct ~different
interaction energies and molecular structures! from each in-
terior chain unit. Because the poor miscibility of PB and PS
requires the use of low molecular weight samples, these end
groups provide thermodynamically relevant contributions
which are totally ignored by the LCT theory within a pure
homopolymer blend model. Thus, our goal in comparing ex-
periment and theory is only to reproduce the general pressure
dependence and thereby provide insights into molecular fac-
tors affecting the variations of Gs and Gh with pressure ~as
well as with microstructure!. As already mentioned, the LCT
for binary blends of fully flexible chains contains five adjust-
able energy parameters: three microscopic interaction ener-
gies e11 , e22 , and e12 and two cell volumes vcell
(1) and vcell
(2)
~associated with a single united atom group in each pure
blend component!.10 The self-interaction energies e11 and e22
and the cell volumes vcell
(1) and vcell
(2) are fit to the pure compo-
nent PVT data.
The blend unit cell volume vcell
~blend! is evaluated by apply-
ing a common combining rule10
vcell
~blend!5vcell
(1)F1
21vcell
(2)F2
21~1/4!
3@~vcell
(1) !1/31~vcell
(2) !1/3#3F1F2 , ~18!
while the microscipic heterocontact interaction energy e12 is
determined from fits to binary blend data as described below.
We begin describing our results with a brief analysis of these
fits to pure component data.
Figure 2 displays the fit of the LCT equation of state to
the experimental pVT data for the polystyrene melt. The fit
involves only two adjustable parameters (ePS2PS and vcell~PS!)
as opposed to equation of state theories that generally con-
tain three parameters, at minimum. The glass transition lim-
its the temperature range over which the fits may be made,
with the glass-transition temperature increasing as usual with
pressure. Theory and experiment agree for intermediate pres-
sure ranges, while deviations appear at low and high pres- AIP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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small adjustments in the interaction energy and cell volume
can produce improved fits of theory to experiment in the
lower or higher pressure ranges. In addition, it is perfectly
possible and perfectly reasonable to introduce an additional
parameter to represent the thermal expansion of vcell
~PS! and
thereby to generate improved fits, but this is not done here to
FIG. 2. Specific volume of polystyrene as a function of temperature for
different pressures of 10 MPa ~j!, 50 MPa (m), 100 MPa (m), and 150
MPa (.). Solid lines indicate the lattice cluster theory fits. Dashed line
demarks the glass transition.Downloaded 21 Dec 2006 to 134.94.122.39. Redistribution subject toavoid the use of additional parameters. The experimental
pVT data for the three polybutadienes with varying vinyl
content appear similar to each other ~see Fig. 3, where solid
curves describe the LCT fits!. The pure component interac-
tion energies e ii and the cell volumes vcell
(i) for the different
d-PB samples are almost identical to each other, as shown in
Table I. As discussed below, the parameters e ii and vcell
(i) in
the LCT equation of state are not significantly affected by
the choice of the bending energy over rather wide ranges of
possible blending energies.
Table I presents all the adjustable parameters. In fitting
the pVT data, we have also investigated the sensitivity of
ePS2PS and vcell
~PS! to the assumed degree of chain stiffness.
Only a very minor dependence is found when using rather
extreme values for bending energies (ebend /k<3000 K!. This
very weak dependence can be explained by the fact that the
leading contribution to the LCT free energy is proportional
to the product f1
2ePS2PS ~where f1
2 is the lowest-order ap-
proximation to the probability of united atom group con-
tacts!, which to lowest order is not explicitly dependent on
the bending energy. In the following, we neglect any depen-
dence of e ii and vcell
(i) on the bending energy.
Having fit the homocontact interaction energies ePS2PS
and the ePB–PB, the heterocontact energy ePS–PB is deter-
mined by comparing LCT computations of GLCT with the
mean-field experimental FH parameter, which is extracted
from the SANS experiments. Figure 4 illustrates the experi-
mental reciprocal susceptibility S(0)21 for the d-PB~1,4!/PS
blend as a function of temperature and pressure. The recip-FIG. 3. Specific volume of deuterated
polybutadienes with different micro-
structures as a function of temperature
for pressures of 10 MPa ~j!, 50 MPa
(d), 100 MPa (m), and 150 MPa
(.). Lines indicate the fits of the LCT
equation of state to the experimental
PVT data. AIP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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and with increasing pressure, thereby signaling the approach
to the spinodal. The solid lines represent fits of the crossover
function from Eq. ~4! to the experimental data for S(0)21.
The deviation from linearity of the S(0)21(T) curves de-
creases when the pressure is increased, indicating that the
Ginzburg number is diminished and that the critical region
has reduced extent. Fitting the experimental data to the
crossover function yields the Ginzburg number Gi, the criti-
cal amplitude CMF , and the critical temperature TC as a
function of pressure. The mean-field effective SANS interac-
tion parameter G is then obtained by transforming Eq. ~7! to
t512~12Gi!
G1Gs
GC1Gs
, ~19!
and finally solving for G ,
G5
Gi
12Gi
12tˆ
2CMF
1GC , ~20!
where the reduced temperature tˆ 5t/Gi is given by Eq ~4!.
This procedure produces the effective SANS interaction pa-
rameter G ~which is free of contributions from long-range
fluctuations! and is applied to each measured value of the
susceptibility, assuming, of course, that the parameters Gi,
CMF , and TC are first determined from fits to experimental
data. Thus, the number of relevant data points for G is actu-
ally reduced by 3, but this reduction is of minor consequence
since it is small compared to the typically 20 measured data
points.
A first comparison between theory and experiment in
Fig. 5 describes the theoretical FH parameter over a wide
range of pressures as computed using a model in which all
chains are completely flexible, i.e., by setting the bending
energies to zero. At this initial stage, the lattice cluster theory
FIG. 4. Inverse susceptibility S(0)21 of the d-PB~1,4!/PS blend at the criti-
cal blend composition F15Fc(PB)50.42 as a function of temperature and
pressure. Solid lines represent the fits to the crossover function of Eq. ~4!,
and the symbols indicate the experimental data.Downloaded 21 Dec 2006 to 134.94.122.39. Redistribution subject toonly roughly reproduces the effective SANS interaction pa-
rameter. Both enthalpic and entropic portions of G depart
strongly from the corresponding experimental values. The
qualitative variations of both Gs and Gh with pressure are
determined, however, quite correctly, and this is the main
goal of the theoretical analysis in view of the great simplify-
ing assumptions outlined at the beginning of this section.
While introducing a bending energy does not apprecia-
bly alter the description of the pure melt PVT data, the com-
puted effective interaction parameter G turns out to be very
sensitive to the stiffness disparities between the two blend
components. As illustated in Fig. 6, by including chain semi-
flexibility through introducing nonzero bending energies, the
theoretical representation of the effective SANS interaction
parameter is greatly improved. The improvement appears
mostly in the enthalpic portion of G . The adjustable param-
eters are summarized in Table I. The examples in Fig. 6, as
those in Fig. 5, refer to the d-PB~1,4!/PS mixture. The theo-
retical fits for the samples PB~1,2/1,4!/PS and PB~1,2!/PS are
of a similar quality to those for the PB~1,4!/PS blend and are
shown in Figs. 7 and 8, respectively. Note again that the
heterocontact ePB2PS interaction energies are almost inde-
pendent of microstructure as found above for the pure com-
ponent interactions ePB2PB . The bending energies, a measure
of the degree of steric interactions, increase, as expected,
with the fraction of branched 1,2 PB units. The PS monomer
is assumed to be even stiffer.
V. DISCUSSION
Small-angle neutron scattering measurements for three
binary dPB/PS blends of varying microstructure are com-
bined with lattice cluster theory ~LCT! calculations to probe
FIG. 5. LCT fits ~lines! to the experimental effective interaction parameter
G ~symbols! over wide ranges of temperatures and pressures for the
d-PB~1,4!/PS blend at the critical composition F15Fc(PB)50.42. Both
PB and PS chains are modeled in this figure as fully flexible (ebend~PB!5ebend~PS!
50). The only adjustable parameter of the theory is the heterocontact in-
teraction energy e12 /k5220.80 K. The monomer scattering lengths bPB and
bPS are taken as bPB56.66310212 cm and bPS52.33310212 cm. The same
values of bPB and bPS are employed in the fits presented in Figs. 6–8. AIP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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the basic Flory–Huggins effective interaction parameter G .
Since the SANS measurements yield extrapolated zero-angle
susceptibilities S(0) that contain contributions from long-
range correlations, it is necessary to remove from the mea-
sured S(0) the portions that stem from long-range correla-
tions before analyzing the experimental data with mean field
theory which, by definition, omits the non-negligible contri-
butions from long-range correlations. Thus, the experimental
FIG. 6. LCT fits ~lines! to the experimental effective interaction parameter
G ~symbols! over wide ranges of temperatures and pressures for the
d-PB~1,4!/PS blend at the critical composition F15Fc(PB)50.42. The
bending energies are ebend~PS! /k53000 K and ebend~PB!/k51000 K, and the hetero-
contact interaction energy is e12 /k5220.13 K, providing the three adjust-
able parameters of the theory as generated from least square fits.
FIG. 7. LCT fits ~lines! to the experimental effective interaction parameter
G ~symbols! over wide ranges of temperatures and pressures for the
d-PB~1,2;1,4!/PS blend at the critical composition F15Fc(PB)50.505.
The bending energies obtained from least-square fits are ebend~PB!/k51250K
and ebend~PS! /k53000 K. The third adjustable parameter, the heterocontact in-
teraction energy is e12 /k5220.95 K.Downloaded 21 Dec 2006 to 134.94.122.39. Redistribution subject toS(0) are first fit to a crossover function to enable the direct
determination of both the temperature-independent and
temperature-dependent portions of the mean-field effective
interaction parameter G . The LCT is chosen for the compari-
son with experiment because a thorough analysis of the pres-
sure dependence imposes the need for using a theory that
describes the systems as compressible and because a consid-
eration of the variation of G with dPB microstructure re-
quires a theory that explicitly distinguishes between the dif-
fering molecular structures of the three PB samples. The
lattice cluster theory satisfies these two essential require-
ments and has already been applied successfully to a wide
variety of polymer blends.10,11,23,24
The LCT predicts the pressure dependence of GLCT by
including the presence of excess free volume into the under-
lying extended lattice model. The volume fraction of this
excess free volume is determined from the equation of state
for a given pressure, temperature, and blend composition. In
accord with standard procedures in mixture theories, the
comparison between theory and experiment begins with a fit
of the homocontact interaction energies « ii and the cell vol-
umes vcell
(i) to pure component pVT data. These fits for three
binary mixtures of polystyrene and polybutadiene ~with
varying microstructure! produce almost identical values for
the «PB2PB and vcell
~PB! for these three systems, with the
microstructure-induced differences in the experimental equa-
tions of state described within the theory through a series of
monomer structure dependent structural indices ~and differ-
ences in chain stiffness!. The heterocontact interaction en-
ergy «PS2PB is then fit to SANS data for the binary system,
and some degree of inherent stiffness ~chain semiflexibility!
is ascribed to polymer chains to model the presence of steric
interactions. The heterocontant energies «PS2PB likewise
emerge as virtually independent of dPB microstructure, and
the dPB chain stiffness is found to increase, as expected,
FIG. 8. LCT fits ~lines! to the experimental effective interaction parameter
for the d-PB~1,2!/PS blend at the critical composition F15Fc(PB)50.50.
The bending energies are ebend~PB!/k51500 K and ebend~PS! /k53000 K, and the
heterocontact interaction energy is e12 /k5220.16 K. AIP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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variation of energies with microstructure and the increased
dPB stiffness with higher degrees of branching indicate that
the LCT provides a reasonably faithful molecular represen-
tation of the systems. However, the dPB/PS systems are far
from ideal for a thorough quantitative test of the capabilities
of the LCT for several reasons as follows: The very slightly
miscibility of PB and PS requires the use of samples with
rather low molecular weights ~see Table I!, and, conse-
quenty, the chemically distinct end groups have a non-
negligible influence13 on the system thermodynamics. Since
modeling the presence of chemically distinct end groups
would require introducing additional interaction energies, we
ignore the presence of these different end groups, thereby
naturally incurring some quantitative errors in the fitting pro-
cess. Moreover, the three dPB samples are random copoly-
mers, but we treat them, for simplicity, as pure homopoly-
mers, neglecting the 7% of 1,2 units in the nominally 1,4-
dPB and the 9% of 1,4 units in the nominally 1,2-dPB and
describing the 50–50 1,2/1,4 random copolymer as a purely
alternating homopolymer. Thus, our goal here lies in a semi-
quantitative analysis of the various molecular factors influ-
encing the pressure and microstructure dependence of the
enthalpic and entropic portions of the experimental interac-
tion parameter G52Gs1Gh /T .
The theoretical representation of the equation of state
data ~see Fig. 3! is quite reasonable considering the modeling
limitations noted above and the fact that only two parameters
are used for each pure component whereas all other theories
of melt pVT data require at least three adjustable parameters.
When applied to a dPB/PS ‘‘homopolymer’’ blend, the
theory employs as additional adjustable parameters the het-
erocontact interaction energy ePS2PB and the two bending
energies ebend
~PB! and ebend
~PS!
. The agreement between theory and
experiments ~see Figs. 6–8! is quite reasonable in the sense
that the theory properly describes the pressure dependence of
G . The computed values of Gs and Gh deviate from the
experimental slopes Gh and intercepts Gs in the temperature
dependence G52Gs1Gh /T , but the deviation occurs in a
form commonly found10,11,23,24 when Gs is moderately large
and positive and when Gh is also positive, indicating a gen-
eral limitation of the LCT or, perhaps, problems associated
with the simplifying assumptions invoked as discussed
above. ~The experimental Gs is positive for all three blend
samples, whereas the theoretical LCT Gs is negative.! Nu-
merous applications of the binary homopolymer blendDownloaded 21 Dec 2006 to 134.94.122.39. Redistribution subject toLCT10,11,23,24 indicate, on the other hand, that the theory suc-
cessfully describes the experimental interaction parameter G
when its temperature-independent portion Gs is negative and
rather large. A negative Gs
LCT also results from the infinite
pressure, high molecular weight, fully flexible chain limit of
the LCT @see Eq. ~16!#.
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